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The Green House Gas Effect is supposed to explain the relatively comfortable
temperatures experienced on the surface of the earth (average 15C), compared to the
expected temperature of -18C which should result from solar radiant heating alone in the
absence of green house gases in the atmosphere (Ref 1)
Joseph Postma (Ref 2) , proposes that solar radiation, combined with the observed
atmospheric lapse rate are sufficient to explain the earth surface temperature He goes
further and invokes the Second Law of Thermodynamics (heat won’t pass from a cooler
body to a hotter body), which his says rules out any possibility of a green house gas
effect.
The Green House Gas Effect Theory proposes that some of the radiation emitted from
the earth’s surface is absorbed by certain gases in the atmosphere (H2O vapour, CO2 and
methane), which then re-emit the radiation, with approximately half returning to the
earth’s surface and the remainder emitted into space. The Green House Gas effect is not
the same as the gardener’s green house effect, which limits heat loss by convection only.
However the effect is the same. It is like a blanket around the earth which limits heat loss.
This is supposed to be basic physics and most skeptics adhere to it.

Proposition: This experiment is designed to demonstrate the proposition that a body’s
radiation, reflected back upon itself, will raise its temperature, if it is being heated by the
sun.

Experiment: In this experiment one end of a black body (food tin painted black on the
outside) was exposed to the sun. The sides of the tin were encased in a plastic bottle
with an air gap between to limit conductive and convective cooling. The sides of the tin
are heated by conduction through the metal from the hot top. A layer of aluminium foil
was intermittently placed around the plastic tube to reflect radiation back to the sides of
the tin.
A digital thermometer thermocouple was placed inside the tin to record the temperature
of the tin. The opening at the base of the tin was closed with a cardboard lid. Ambient air
temperature was also recorded.

Equipment

Tin can (Admona sliced tomatoes 400gm) - painted black on outside.
Thermometer Platinum S inside/outside digital thermometer (Dick Smith). Device
measures temperature (0.1 degree increments) at the display module and at a remote
thermocouple with 2m of wire. Also displays humidity.
Clear plastic bottle (lemonade 1.5 litre, with label and top removed) insulates sides of tin
from atmospheric conduction and convection).
Clear plastic cover (blister pack packaging from thermometer) insulates top of can.
Temperatures within the can increased by more than 10C after the top cover was
installed.
Cardboard sheet. Holder of can and attachment of plastic covers. Shades sides of can
from sun.
Aluminium kitchen foil. Intermittently wrapped around sides of plastic cover to reflect
radiation back onto sides of tin.

Schematic of the equipment. Temperature probe is inside the tin. Tin enclosed in a
plastic capsule (lemonade bottle and plastic blister pack) to limit conductive and
convective losses.

Tin, in plastic enclosure, exposed to mid morning sun. Alfoil in place around the
enclosure. Temperature inside the tin is 90.5C. Ambient air temperature 28.5C

Results:
The temperature inside the tin rises rapidly and reaches stabilizes within five minutes
when the sun is high above the horizon. The tin gets quite hot (90c).
Removing and replacing the Alfoil aluminium foil made no difference to the recorded
temperature.

Discussion: The result was unexpected. It seemed self evident to me on the basis of
discussions of the thermodynamics of black bodies (Ref 3), that reflecting the radiation of
the tin back upon itself would increase its temperature.
The Alfoil aluminium foil should reflect a large proportion of the tin's radiation back, at
all wavelengths. Compare with green house gases that only return a small proportion of

the radiation (a few thin line spectra in the infrared range), yet green house gas is
supposedly responsible for 33C of global temperature.
The experiment can doubtless be criticized on a number of grounds. For instance I don't
know if the plastic blocks infrared radiation. Visible light obviously gets through. It
would be nice if the tin could be enclosed in a vacuum vessel to eliminate all conductive
and convective transfers.

Conclusion: The results do not support the green house gas effect theory. Neither is
the proposition confirmed that reflected radiation can warm a body, even if it is heated by
the sun.
Consequently I take the views of Joseph Postma a lot more seriously than I did before
and have become skeptical about the validity of the greenhouse gas effect theory.
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